LOCAL AREA ACTIVITIES SUGGESTION
There are interesting and pleasant activities around the Renaissance Moscow Monarch Centre Hotel
allowing guests to keep good form and excellent mood!
Skating
There are two skating rings nearby. One just sides with the hotel and can be seen from guest rooms. It is a
pleasure to watch skating red-hot people drawing pirouettes on the ice to pretty tunes and enjoying a frosty
snowy day and themselves. The open-air ring is available from mid November till mid March.
The second ring is within the contemporary multi-purpose Megasport Arena in the Khodynka Field just 15
minutes walk from the hotel. Apart from watching the best in town hockey battles, ice-shows and other
spectacular contests of top skill level, guest may take a bit of enjoyable skating on the high quality ice
surface.
HORSE RACING
Our guests are lucky to have the oldest hippodrome in Europe just near at hand. Central Moscow
Hippodrome, founded in 1834 is the largest horse racing track as well as horse breeding research facility in
Moscow and Russia. Besides attending horserace and trotting competitions held here regularly, guests may
become horse jockeys themselves taking a special course from a professional trainer.
JOGGING OR STROLLS
For those who just prefer relaxing jogging or stroll - Petrovsky Park is a right-on place. The park is more than
200 years old, it takes 22 ha around Petrovsky Putevoy Palace, which is now a good museum, and
managed to keep its informal arrangement coming from the remote past. Gravel alleys with great dateless
trees, coziness and clearness tune strollers on peace and pacification. It is a quiet oasis in the midst of
dynamic environment.
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